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For many haematological diseases multidisciplinary information is available in a Patient Information Dossier. This universal method for integrated written patient information material has a modular structure and consists of a combination of pictures and text. Methods: The Departments of Oncology and Haematology have developed a Digital Educational Information Module regarding chemotherapy. This customized written information is added to the Patient Information Dossier of the patient. Only those side effects that are applicable to the patient are selected for the digital module. The physician offers the patient his personal copy of the information module with the treatment plan and the related side effects. The leading principle of the digital module is the patients' responsibility to take appropriate action for side effects and complications. Prior to the introduction of the digital module, physicians and nurses have agreed upon shared responsibilities and harmonisation of the information within a multi-disciplinary communication guideline. Results: The digital module has been evaluated by written questionnaires to test patient knowledge. There is an increase in what patients remember about the consultations with physician and nurse. Conclusion: The Digital Educational Information Module has proven to be an essential part of improving the information and communication process. The results indicated that it is also very useful in the support and education of the patient. It is innovative for patients, nurses and physicians. Patients can take a considered decision based on customised information. Physicians always have up-to-date written information of side effects at their disposal regarding their proposed treatment. This information will help physicians and nurses to standardise their verbal information. Nurses are well-informed and can respond to what patients already know and need to know by means of the digital module and communication guideline.
N962 Establishing clinical supervision for healthcare workers within an oncology-haematology department R. Tween Addenbrookes NHS Trust (Cambridge, UK)
Recognition of the different stress factors associated with caring for people with haematological malignancies resulted in a programme designed to develop clinical supervision for nursing staff within the oncology and haematology department at Addenbrookes NHS Trust. The aims of the programme were two fold: 1. To offer clinical supervision to all levels of health care workers within the department as a measure to support and develop staff. 2. To promote a cascading method whereby staff receiving clinical supervision would develop supervisory skills themselves and work towards becoming competent supervisors. An external facilitator worked closely with a group of six nurses from different clinical areas within the department over a period of nine months. Under his guidance the group developed skills as supervisors by offering supervision to each other. The sessions were set within a theoretical framework enabling group members to understand the different processes involved but the concentrated focus on practising skills was significant in building confidence and ability. As practitioners became competent the group started to take individual responsibility for supervising small groups within the department. Problematic areas identified were available time to attend and correct understanding of what clinicalsupervision could offer. A poster, aimed at encouraging attendance, was designed and placed around the department, highlighting aspects of supervision such as guided reflection, confidentiality, professional support and learning and self assessment. Clinical supervision is now being offered to health care workers throughout the department. Time management has been a major complication of successful group supervision, particularly in clinical areas working within a 24 hour shift structure. Supervisors have developed flexible approaches to offering supervision, for example, reflective sessions with a rolling group membership. Whilst these sessions do not establish the same group identity they have been successful in offering support to staff working in stressful environments and in offering developmental opportunities for practitioners through guided reflection.
Donor issues

N963 Independent assessment of allogeneic progenitor cell donors: Clinical Apheresis Unit, Glasgow model of assessment A. McPhelim, M. McGarvey S.N.B.T.S. Apheresis Unit (Glasgow, UK)
The Clinical Apheresis Unit, Glasgow has developed a fourstep model of sibling donor assessment. This model follows the UK BTS (2001) guidelines for sibling stem cell donor assessment. Our aim is to provide excellent physical and emotional care for sibling donors before, during and after stem cell donation. The unit works independently, therefore we are able to provide factual, unbiased information on stem cell donation to potential sibling donors. We act as a go-between for the donor and transplant team, enhancing communication between referring hospitals, donors and the Clinical Apheresis Unit. STEP 1: Tissue typing. Potential sibling donors are identified by the patient; an appointment is made for counselling and tissue typing; written information is given on tissue typing and timescale for results; all results remain confidential. STEP 2: Baseline visit. If a sibling is histocompatible an appointment is given for Baseline Visit. Written & verbal information is given; donor consent for mandatory virology obtained; comprehensive medical assessment is performed; all results remain confidential until the donor is assessed as fit to donate. The transplant team & patient are only informed of donor's suitability once donor consent is obtained. STEP 3: Collection. The procedure and potential complications are explained; donor consent for procedure and mandatory virology is obtained; vital signs are recorded; blood sampling for CD34+ cell count is performed. STEP 4: Post-donation care. All donors are invited in writing to attend for post-donation FBC checks at 1 week, 1 month, 6 months & 1 year. They are also reminded they can contact the unit at any time regarding queries about stem cell collection or aftercare. The model above was developed in an attempt to fully inform sibling donors about the reality of stem cell donation. It is based on UK BTS guidelines for donor assessment and the ethical principles of confidentiality, justice of care and informed consent, thereby giving the donor an independent comprehensive assessment and unbiased Introduction: The organ and tissues donation by living donors with psychiatric disease raises important ethical discussions: 1) it is a population with reduced autonomy and that may be victim of dishonesty; 2) their informed consent can be put in doubted, since these donors may not be able to understand the transplant risks and demands; 3) the stress related to transplantation may represent a risk for the relapse of mental symptoms that was already under control, turning the donation a damage to the donor. Methods: The authors performed a literature review regarding the bone marrow donation by psychiatric patients. Only two papers concerning organ donation by psychiatric patients and one paper which discusses whether a psychiatric patient can give a valid consent were identified through MEDLINE from 1993 to 2004. There is a case report of a patient who was severely mentally and physically handicapped due to hydrocephalus who donated the bone marrow to her sister, according to the concept of best interests. Case Report: The authors assessed and followed-up 2 peripheral blood progenitor cell (PBPC) donors with psychiatric disease, one with schizophrenia and other with mental retardation. A very careful approach to prepare the donors for the PBPC collection was adopted. The donors were able to evidence enough understanding about the procedure and were clearly interested in donating the bone marrow in order to help their relatives. Discussion: There are essential issues regarding to psychiatric patients as donors which have not been discussed enough: 1) the determination of autonomy, competency and voluntariness; 2) the informed consent; 3) the concept of best interests. In the case of bone marrow donation the risks linked to the procedure are minimal and the volume of donated marrow can quickly be replaced, since the donor is haematologically healthy. In accordance with this knowledge, the bone marrow donation by incapable patients is allowed in Brazil. In the authors' experience, the bone marrow donations by two patients with the disorders mentioned above were successful and there was no complication during the procedure. There was no relapse of their mental disorders. Both donors related they were extremely pleased once they had been helpful for their brothers. We hope these cases set a precedent for bone marrow donation by psychiatric patients in Brazil.
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Allogeneic donor safety: addressing JACIE T. Rintala, L. Ritchie, S. Goodwin, J. Delgado-Gonzalez, S. Agrawal St Bartholomew's Hospital (London, UK) ; Royal Free Hospital (London, UK); King's College Hospital (London, UK) Objective: Accreditation standards have been delivered for donor evaluation and selection in the JACIE (The Joint Accreditation Committee International Society for Cellular Therapy-European Group for Blood and Marrow Transplantation) manual to protect the safety of all allogeneic haematopoietic progenitor cell (AHPC) donors. It has been proposed that the standard of donor care may vary not only between transplant facilities, but also between related and unrelated donors. Methodology: The apheresis working party (The Royal Free, St Bartholomew's and King's College, London) audited the medical notes for AHPC donors in order to assess 1) if the minimum standards for donor care as per JACIE manual were being met 2) if there were any differences in the way sibling and unrelated donors were being assessed 3) if there were differences in clinical practice between transplant centres. A total of 121 allogeneic donor medical records were audited retrospectively (84 related and 37 unrelated donors). The audit tool was adopted from the JACIE manual checklist for donor evaluation and selection. The variables of 'transplant facility' and 'donor type' were analysed using the Chi-square test and logistic regression. All statistical calculations were performed using SPSS, version 11.0. Results: Institutional differences in clinical practice and documentation were highlighted with regards to certain elements of the medical assessment, laboratory testing and consent process. 'Transplant facility' variable was statistically significant (p value < 0.05) in both uni-and multivariate analysis. Further analysis showed that both variables (transplant facility and donor type) were independently significant with regards screening questions to identify persons at high risk for infectious diseases and high-risk behaviour. Conclusion: The JACIE standard for donor evaluation and selection is currently not consistently met. This might reflect the audit tool adapted from the JACIE manual and can be open to interpretation. Greater clarity is needed on how transplant facilities will be assessed at accreditation. The audit results also potentially reflect the quality of documentation rather than clinical practice. However, the centres avoided asking related donors 'difficult' questions relating to the donor's lifestyle. It can be concluded that operational policies, which consistently satisfy the JACIE standard, are needed to make the care and safety of all donors a priority.
Continuing Care
N967 Searching for balance Y. Taanman Contactgroep BMT (Boxtel, NL)
The Contactgroep BMT is a Dutch cancer patient support group that informs and supports patients that endured(d) a stem cell transplantation. By our patient support network we observe a variety of problems patients are faced with after a SCT. These problems may be in the area of communication, after-care, psychosocial problems, etc. We are aware many improvements can be made, and therefore the project "Searching for Balance" was executed with the aims: 1. To supply information about a patient perspective of an SCT to medical staff; 2. To define all relevant factors influencing the transplantation route from the patients' perspective. The results of the analyses provide sufficient matter for improvement. Following the findings and recommendations of the report of the project, a schedule of activities was proposed from which targets are selected to discuss in the hospitals. Therefore, it is very important to establish and to maintain good contacts with all Dutch hospitals where an SCT can take place. In each of the 14 hospitals a nurse is our contact person and is connected to a contact person from the Contactgroep BMT. An overall co-ordinator instructs and guides the process and intervention activities. In 2004 attention was focused on: -Discussing the results, conclusions and recommendations of the project "Searching for Balance". -Analysis of proper and intended issuing of the leaflet for surviving relatives. -Description of information for patients in each hospital. -'Expert' patients provide clinical lessons for medical doctors and nurses in the hospitals and at training sessions for nurses and hematologists. -Complement our network of support with a donor for donor support.
-Analyse and discuss the image of a patient support group in hospitals. -Establish structural evaluation sessions for patients, 6 and 12 months after transplantation. Conveying the (right) patients' perspective to medical staff continues to be important. In three of the 14 transplantation centres in the Netherlands a clinical lesson was given, the remaining will follow soon. The better nurses and haematologists understand the impact and consequences of a Stem Cell Transplantation, the better they are able to inform, support and guide the patient.
In this way the Contactgroep BMT aims to contribute to improved care, information and support of patients that yet have to receive a Stem Cell Transplantation.
N968
The ''relaxation technique of Jacobson'' supports patients to cope with depression symptoms! K. Poetzsch University Hospital Zurich (Zurich, CH) These patients are not only confronted with a life-threatening disease with little or no chances for healing. Along with it goes anxiety, fear or even panic. However, there is the possibility to survive thanks to transplantation. On our ward we treat patients in isolation for about 7 weeks. They have to be separated from their family and relatives and become totally dependent. During therapy many patients develop depressive symptoms or even get a depression. Such situations are a great challenge for the multidisciplinary team taking care of the patients and in particular for the nursing staff. In 2004 we started a project to develop intervention techniques to help overcome depressive symptoms of patients, using the ''relaxation technique of Jacobson''. patients who were offered to use this technique experienced it as very helpful. Conclusion: Patients suffering from a depression during the isolation need extensive attention. Nurses need complete instruction about diagnoses, signs, symptoms and possible interventions. Jacobsen's relaxation technique helps patients to cope with their situation and the circumstances regarding their isolation, it fosters the healing process and is supportive in the treatment. In our presentation we will discuss the kind of relationship between patient and nurse that needs to be established and we will show the steps that need to be taken to support the patient during the phase of his treatment.
N969
Nursing discharge guidelines plan for patients after allogeneic stem cell transplantation N. Atar, S. Kazaq, A. Genin, Y. Morgulis, D. Taou Sheba Medical Center (Ramat Gan, IL) The Sheba medical center performs approximately 90 allogeneic stem cell transplants yearly. After discharge patients are followed in a day care clinic which is adjacent to the inpatient ward, and is staffed by the same nursing staff. Formerly, patients were verbally instructed by a nurse, prior to discharge, focusing on daily routines and medications. We observed a few cases of readmissions due to problems in intake of medications, self care of central catheters, as well as poor knowledge about proper nutrition and GVHD. The aim of this study was to develop a standardizes and improved discharge plan to assist patients in conducting a proper life style and improve patient and family quality of life and to reduce unnecessary readmissions. We established a nurse team aiming to improve discharge planning. Thirty patients discharged with the former discharge plan were given questionnaires in their first daycare visit to test their knowledge and understanding.
Questionnaire analysis detected poor knowledge in understanding of drug administration, body image, sexuality, nutrition, etc. A new guideline plan was established. Patients were given a written guideline booklet. Instructions were given over a few days rather that once during discharge to allow better understanding, questions, and problem solution. We focused on additional information regarding the above issues with poor patient knowledge. Patient understanding was evaluated and scored by instructing nurses in the different predetermined issues, during this instruction period, and patients were reeducated as required. In addition, patients were encouraged to participate in a support education group, after discharge. The study included 20 patients given this improved discharge plan. These patients were tested by the original questionnaires and showed better knowledge in the tested issues. In particular, patients showed significant improvement in understanding of outpatient clinic routines. Patients reported less anxiety, improved satisfaction, and better compliance to treatment by objective scoring. We plan to monitor and adjust this plan by long-term analysis, and include new topics as needed. In conclusion, a detailed and formal nursing discharge plan can improve outcome after allogeneic SCT.
N970
Homecare following autologous stem cell transplantation: a comparison of the impact of melphalan and BEAC-BEAM conditioning regimens C. Gallego, A. Hernando, S. Segura, L. García, L. Nevado, F. Fernández-Avilés, J. Güell, M. Valverde, E. Carreras Hospital Clínic (Barcelona, E) Background: The conditioning regimen determines, to a large extent, the toxicity in the autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT). The aim of this study was to compare the impact of two different conditioning regimens, melphalan and BEAC-BEAM, in the ASCT homecare programme. Material and methods: Homecare ASCT (since day +1) was offered to all patients with a good performance status, a travelling time to the hospital of < 60 minutes and a caregiver available 24 hours a day. In all patients the conditioning regimen was administered in hospital. Patients with multiple myeloma received melphalan 200mg/sqm and patients with lymphoma BEAC or BEAM (BCNU 300mg/sqm, Ara-C 800mg/sqm, VP-16 1600 mg/sqm and Cyclophosphamide 6 g/sqm or melphalan 140 mg/sqm, respectively). An experienced nurse visits the patient once or twice a day, checks vital signs, examines patient, takes biological samples and administers parental drugs. All patients receive the same supportive care in terms of transfusions, G-CSF (from day +7), dietary recommendations, prophylactic oral antibiotics and i.v. ceftriaxone daily.
The responsible physician speaks by telephone with patient after reviewing the test result. The patient must go to the hospital in cases where a transfusion is needed, when temperature is >= 38° C or for any other complication. A single room is made available 24 hours a day. Results: Since November 2000 -October 2004, 49 patients were included in the Homecare ASCT programme, 11 (22%) suffering from myeloma (Group 1) and 28 (57%) from lymphoma (Group 2). When comparing Group 1 vs. Group 2 we observed the following remarkable aspects: Age median (range): 51 (41-65) vs. 46 (20-65) (p=0.07).
Patients readmitted in the hospital: 0 vs. 4 (14%) (p=0.4). Patients with fever: 5 (45%) vs. 25 (89%) (p=0.002). Days with fever, median (range): 1 (1-5) vs. 3 (1-11) (p=0.02). Patients with mucositis >= grade II: 0 vs. 10 (36%) (p=0.04). Number of packed red cells transfusions, median (range): 0 (0-6) vs. 2 (0-9) (p=0.05). Number of visits at the hospital, median (range): 1 (1-4) vs. 2 (1-6) (P=0.1). Patients needing nurse visits twice a day: 3 (27%) vs. 17 (60%) (p=0.06). Time to engraftment, days with fever, days with G-CSF and need for platelet transfusion were indifferent in the two groups. Conclusions: The higher BEAM-BEAC toxicity implies a greater activity for the Homecare nurses but these patients can perfectly be managed at home during the pancytopenic phase of ASCT.
Teaching the team
P973
Coaching / Intervision project C. G.P. Wendel Leiden University Hospital (Leiden, NL) Our Hematology/Bonemarrow transplantation ward has 24 beds. Patients submitted suffer from all types of hemato-and oncologic diseases. For different reasons (economical and an increasing number of medical treatmentoptions) pressure on the nursing staff is increasing. As a result the staff was less motivated and more stressed about their job. There was no time left during a working day to talk things through among eachother so the staff could not only support eachother insufficient emotionally but also not learn how to deal with some situations. We, the nursing-management of this ward, wanted to change this situation by creating a structural support system. October 2003 we started a coaching/intervision-project for the whole nursing staff of our ward. With the implememtation of this project we got help from professionals of a ward in our hospital; Nursing Developments. The project started with making clear the goals of this project and training all members of the staff in coaching-techniques. This was done by forming groups of 4 or 5 persons. Each group had four sessions presided by one of the professional trainers from the earlier mentioned ward Nursing Developments. During the first session communication skills were trained. During the second and third session a form of intervision was trained (the Incident-method). The latest session was an evaluation session. Did the project help lessen the feeling of discomfort and the shortage of emotional support?. Almost everybody was positive about the sessions. During the rest of 2003 until july 2004 we weekly held simular sessions at the end of each dayshift on thursday. These sessions were also presided by professionals. September 2004 two members of our nursing staff and one member of the nursing management of our ward received two days of training after which they presided the weekly sessions. The professionals pulled out. Conclusion; teammembers feel stronger emotional support and mutual recognition among colleagues. They know now that management is taking the emotional pressure they suffer during their work very serious by organizing a structural period during workingtime for talking about it and finding a way to deal with this pressure. This helps to make them continue to do their jobs without burning-out. Results of a research study undertaken to examine the above question. The specialist nature of care in haematology requires insight and knowledge into disease processes, the appropriate therapeutic interventions and their impact. The basic physiological knowledge that underpins practice in this area is that of haemopoiesis (the formation of blood). Practitioners working in this area should be cognisant of the impact that an altered blood picture has on the patient as a result of the disease process and treatment. This is essential knowledge on which to base care delivery and appropriate patient assessment. The study examined how enhanced knowledge of haemopoiesis impacts upon care delivery and has highlighted further educational needs. The overall aims of the study included the following; does specialist knowledge of haemopoiesis improve practice in terms of: Patient assessment Recording of clinical events associated with altered full blood count Cascading information to other members of the multidisciplinary team Delivery of specialised treatment interventions. The research, a qualitative study utilised a case study methodology and a purposive sampling technique. The sample was practitioners who have undertaken specialist education in the subject area. The following data collection techniques were used. Documentation -patient case notes in order to corroborate and augment evidence from other sources. Focus Groups and semi-structured interviews so participants could comment on the problems in practice and provide insight into the study area. The scope of data used and the triangulation that took place added to the validity of the study (Cohen et al 2001 Nurses working in the transplant setting are particularly susceptible to the development of burnout, mainly because of the nature and the emotional demands of this type of nursing. Burnout according to Maslach is a syndrome of emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation and reduced accomplishment that can occur among individuals who do any form of "people work". Burnout directly affects the worker and presents with both somatic and psychological symptoms. In addition, it is related to the deterioration of the relationship between the nurse and the patient, co-workers, the family and the social environment. Additionally, burnout has been closely related to both the absenteeism of nurses from work and even nurses abandoning their profession. More importantly, it can impact on patient care. At The Royal Marsden Hospital, various systems are in place to support the nursing staff:
P974
• Hospital-wide induction course • Occupational health support • External counselling is available • Hospital pastor provide group sessions every 2 weeks. This is very informal with voluntary membership • Hospital pastor is available after the group session for oneto-one sessions In summary, nursing staff at the Royal Marsden Hospital are satisfied about the psychological support offered to them. As a team it is felt that we support each other and can recognise when and individual appears to be emotionally exhausted. The group sessions held by the pastor have a good effect on the team and assist us to discuss issues of concern. In addition these sessions probably contribute to low burnout rates, low staff absenteeism and very good recruitment and retention of staff with resultant low staff turnover.
P976
Planning a workshop: the role of the nurse in stem cell reinfusion during transplantation C. Burnett, L. O'Hagan, M. Swidzinski McGill University Health Centre (Montreal, CAN) Peripheral blood stem cell transplant(PBSCT) is rapidly replacing bone marrow transplant(BMT) for the treatment of selected hematological and oncological diseases (Buchsel,1997) . Over the past 10 years, use of peripheral blood stem cells as a rescue after high dose chemotherapy has become the standard of care for many malignancies (Wagner& Quinones,1998) . Oncology nurses at the McGill University Health Centre in Montreal, Canada have been involved in peripheral blood stem cell transplantation since 1989. Faced with the ever evolving research in transplantation , oncology nurses are required to expand their understanding and practise of the complex concepts associated with hematological transplantation. To meet the educational needs of the oncology nurses on the in and out patient areas, a workshop was planned and implemented. The purpose of this paper is to describe the goal and learning outcomes of the workshop,to outline learning modalities,to describe workshop materials,to present the workshop content, to define the certification process and in conclusion to present the evaluation of 4 completed workshops. The goal of the workshop was to provide the oncology nurse with the necessary basic knowledge and skills required for the clinical management of patients and families undergoing a PBSCT.The workshop also provided the content necessary for the certification of the nurse for the procedure of reinfusion of peripheral blood stem cells to the recipient. By participating in this workshop, the oncology nurse is better prepared to manage the specialized responsabilities of a transplant nurse.
P977
Approaching and handling burnout: a proposal for intervention in nursing P. Agüeros, M. Bárcena, M. Del Campo, M. Fuente Hospital Marqués de Valdecilla (Santander, E) ; Universidad Salamanca (Salamanca, E) Introduction: Burnout is a syndrome characterised by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and a low level of personal accomplishments, which primarily affects people who are somehow dealing with other people in their work. (Maslach) Thus, burnout could be considered as a type of professional stress, which results from the social interaction between the person who provides help, and the person who receives that help. Three elements are found in this syndrome: emotional exhaustion, depersonalisation when dealing with other people ( patients, colleagues, supervisors) and difficulty for selffulfilment in the working environment). Proposal for intervention: -Individual level: covering the physiological side through biofeedback and cognitive reconstruction. -Group level: including behaviour, using the technique of stress inoculation Hypothesis Hypothesis for research: we want to check if there are statistically significant differences between the Burnout score, measured by the MBI, before and after having received a combined treatment ( biofeedback, cognitive reconstruction ans stress inoculation) as far as Burnout scores are Objectives: The main objective of our projects is oriented towards establishing the basis for a therapeutical approach to one of the most complex realities so far: Burnout affecting nurses. After evaluating Burnout levels we suggest a course of action which is effective for Burnout and will help to reestablish the welfare of members of the staff affected. Material and method: The sample will be formed by 32 nurses in a hospital for clinical haematology. Age groups will vary from 22 to 65 years old. Criteria for selecting individuals will respond to the score obtained through the MBI; those equal or higher than 25 will be chosen. Conclusion: We believe the treatment for Burnout brings benefits for nurses mainly at three levels: -Personal: it improves their living standard, reducing or eliminating addictive behaviours including the consumption of cigarettes, alcohol and sedatives. -In the relationship Patient-Nurse-Family: it has an influence on the quality of the service offered, optimising the ability of facing difficulties or conflictive patients.
P978
The importance of a healthy team for the promotion of quality in attending the patient P. Camara, E. Rodrigues, J. Couto, E. Mourão IPO (Lisbon, P) Security and stability in the health team is a pound essential to the bone marrow transplanted patients. With the change and union of the two unit of bone marrow transplantation, although similary between them, but different in respect to the structure, finality and objectives. It became a complicated experience, which occurred some constraint and even suffering for everyone, in this process of change. This fact was often felt by the majority of the health team, which became a discomfort. It is important and essential that the team knows the way how it compromises the quality of the care taken by the health team in bone marrow transplant unit. It is our aim to minimize the difficulty felt for all, to facilitate the adaptation of change and difference, developing a professional self esteem, in this way promoting "the care of the care giver". We consider that a "healthy team" can be motivated and engaged in the quality of the care taken to this patients and family. We used a methodology the analysis of contents. The strategies used were the reflexion and the analysis of the difficulties, expectations and performance of the nurses about change, and the feelings felt by the rest of the nursing team. 13 written reports were obtained from 24 feasible. The results are in the grafic:
Conclusion: the change must be realized in a conscientious and directed way, by being aware of the tasks forces to understanding the reason of the resistance in changing, so the team can have an accompaniment appropriate. To become involved in this process, with the goal of promoting the wellbeing, therefore to open a way of acceptance to the change, this is the key for the success of the same.
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Awareness of fatigue among a multidisciplinary team R. Becker, C. Scheape, R. Nieth, H. Gerlach PhilippsUniversity Marburg (Marburg, D); Martin -Luther -University Halle (Halle, D)
Background: Fatigue is one of the most frequent problem in patients undergoing BMT. In the therapeutic team the necessity to treat fatigue is often underestimated (see Vogelzang 1997) . Likewise the influence of fatigue on a patient's well-being is also frequently underestimated (see Tiesinga 2002) . The aim of the present investigation was to determine to which extent fatigue is identified by a multidisciplinary team of a BMT unit and to evaluate which strategies were adopted in respect to treatment. Method: The project consisted of a written questionnaire that was distributed among the team members of the unit. The return of the questionnaires was 16/25 (64%) and answered by 14 nurses and by two physicians. The data were collected anonymously, entered in a personal computer and analysed by the statistical computer package SPSS 11.5. Results: The median time of professional experience in oncology was eight years (range: seven weeks to twenty years) with peaks at three and ten years. Eight nurses had specialized in oncology nursing. Symptoms of fatigue were noticed by 13/16 (81%) team members and could be assigned to the dimensions cognitive, psychological, and affective fatigue. Two of the team members (one nurse and one physician) considered fatigue as being identical to depression. Some correlation was found between the professional experience of a team member and their estimate of the influence of fatigue on an individual patient with a Spearman correlation coefficient of r= 0.58 (p= 0.03). The treatment strategies varied. Standardized treatments were not used. Specialized nurses tended to offer a broader range of treatments and recommended more frequently psychological support for a patient. Conclusions: Fatigue was recognized by the team members. However, the estimates of the degree of impairment of an individual patient varied substantially. Team members with a longer professional experience estimated the degree of impairment by fatigue to be higher than more junior members. For a more objective estimate of the impact of fatigue on BMT patients, the use of a structured and standardized assessment tool would be necessary. The selection of treatments depends on the individual experience of a team member. A nursing intervention, which consists of education and careful muscular training should developed.
P980 ''I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand'' -facilitating nurse training and education in bone marrow transplantation K.A. Midgley Leeds Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust (Leeds, UK)
Nurse training and education are significant elements of the JACIE accreditation process. Bone Marrow Transplantation (BMT) is a constantly evolving field of medicine, thus training and education are fundamental for a quality service and for the development and demonstration of competence. Furthermore training and education helps promote public confidence, strengthens accountability, empowers staff, increases job satisfaction and ultimately encourages a better service provision. Training and education has a significant role in encouraging a learner to reach their potential and is pivotal for the continuous development of BMT nursing. It is vital that any training and education programme not only meets the needs of the BMT service but also the needs of individual learners.
This presentation demonstrates how a nurse training and education programme has been developed for BMT. JACIE requires that the nurses and nurse supervisors in the BMT programme have formal training and experience in the management of haematopoietic progenitor cell (HPC) transplant patients (B6.610) with further specific elements identified in standard B6.620. The specific elements (B6.620) identified by JACIE; care of the transplant patient; care of the haematology/oncology patient; high-dose therapy administration; growth factor administration; management of infectious complications in immunocompromised patients; blood component administration; and intensive nursing care, has formed the educational framework and was used as the structure for a training needs analysis (TNA). A TNA is the first and essential step in the training and educational strategy of an organisation and is necessary to meet the educational and training needs of both healthcare professionals and service demands (Gould et al, 2004) . The TNA was undertaken by questionnaire with purposive sampling. The response rate was 73% and results have formed the foundation of the nurse education and training programme in BMT. This poster presentation will also demonstrate how different teaching styles have been utilised; provide feedback from the ongoing evaluation and future developments for the programme.
Nutrition
P981
Improvement of diet regimen in allogeneic bone marrow transplanted patients; education in correct nourishment during the isolation period, post re-nourishing after a total parenteral nutrition; diet advice for home rehabilitation L. Orlando, M. Clerici, G. Cavedini, A. Cocquio, A. Babic, A. Sabbatini, F. Peccatori, D. Laszlo, R. Pastano, G. Martinelli European Institute of Oncology (Milan, I) From April 2003 to August 2004, in our Division treated 18 patients who underwent allogenic peripheral stem cell bone marrow transplantation from HLA related donors:16 of them received a reduced conditioning regimen; 2 of them received a myeloablative conditioning regimen.Among these kind of patients conventional nourishing significantly contributes to the infection of their digestive tract, which represents a risk related to the degree and duration of neutropenia.Usable strategies aimed to reduce the possibility of rising of some pathological conditions are:HYGIENIC-PREVENTIVE actions SAFEGUARD OF INTESTINAL MUCOSA. It is importante that an immune compromised patient is educated to follow some basic rules such as: Elimination of infected food; Correct food preparation, conservation and way of food assumption. Short time targets:1.Improve the quality of information to transfer to patients (optimise mode and time of information transfer); 2.Create the possibility to print a clinical pathway ; 3.education of patients and their family in a correct nourish, preparation and conservation of food at home.Long-time targets:1.Prospect printing of diet advices in re-nourishing time after parenteral nourish, step by step; 2.Development of diet advises to be used at home; 3.Following the advises; 4.Eventual re-project of information material and of way to educate.Results obtained:1.we realized that patients need to be informed before the inmate by medical and nurse staff; 2.we made a brochure where we have outlined food that can be assumed or must be avoided (we attached some hygienic rules to be followed during the food preparation and conservation at home); 3.All information material created is actually being evaluated by the interested 8 patients who explicate their opinions in a questionnaire: 1)do you find useful receiving this prospect? 8 pts answer yes (100%); 2)do you find it difficult to comprehend? 7 pts no (87.5%), 1 pt yes (12.5%); 3)do you think the operator illustrated you the prospect in a precise and exhaustive way? 8pts yes (100%); 4)do you think it will be complicated to make work this practise? 7pts no (87.5%), 1pt partially (12.5%).Conclusions:this study has been produced in order to allow patients undergoing to allogeneic bone marrow transplantation to communicate their need for information about nourishing before, during and after their treatment.
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Nutritional management of a patient undergoing an allogeneic non-myleoablative stem cell transplant: a complicated teaching case M. Flanagan, S. McCann, P. Browne, E. Conneally, E. Vandenberghe St James's Hospital (Dublin, IRL) Few prospective randomised controlled trials have examined the value of nutritional support in the non myleoablative stem cell transplant(NST) patient with chronic lymphocytic leukaemia (CLL). Given the heterogenicity of the Haematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) group, it is clear that total parenteral nutrition(TPN), should not be used as routine therapeutic or prophylactic support in all patients. It has been shown that in NST patients, there is significantly reduced mucositis and number of days of neutropenia and they engraft more quickly than bone marrow transplant patients, whereas conventional BMT patients have difficultly maintaining nutritional status and body weight during the first year.In contrast most patients undergoing NST do not get mucositis and require less intensive nutritional support. We would like to describe a 32 year-old male with atypical CLL associated with profound immunosuppression (Had 2 opportunistic lung infections requiring ventilation prior to transplant) who required intensive nutritional support despite the use of NST conditioning (Mc Kinnon protocol; Melphalan, Fludarabine and Campath) Nutritional status and a normal eating pattern, return in the first year post BMT although there is decreased taste acuity. Nutritional support is adapted to the individual patients needs and may include total parental nutrition, partial parenteral nutrition, nasogastric tube feeding, low microbial diet, and nutritional supplements orally. The decision is clinically based, since unlike renal or pulmonary function tests there are no reliable objective measures available to assess gut function. During and post allo NST, this patient developed neutropenia, severe mucositis associated with persistent high volume diarrhoea, fluid overload, impaired renal function, retinal and CNS toxoplasmosis, viral infections and recurrent chest infections. During the 6/12 period of profound ill health he required intensive nutritional support. Nutritional intervention consisted of TPN, PPN, nasogastric feeding, low microbial diet, no added sugar diet and nutritional supplements as appropriate during and post transplant. Currently he is in complete remission with 100% donor chimerism. He is currently managing oral diet with nutritional supplements.This case exemplifies the importance of nutritional support in patients who unexpectedly undergo a stormy BMT course.
P983
Compatibility of total parenteral nutrition, drug and blood product infusions: charts adapted for the BMT unit according to the treatment stage G. Sakharov, M. Forer, V. Latergaous Rambam Medical Center (Haifa, IL) Background: Precise compatibility of medications may become a major problem in a bone marrow transplant (BMT) unit, where patients often require simultaneous administration of multiple intravenous medications and blood products. This may result in insertion of extra intravenous lines or undesirable delays in treatment delivery. Purpose: The main goal of the study was the creation of a tool providing reliable, convenient and rapid delivery of information and tools for the administration of medications, taking into account drug compatibility. Method: Administration of 50 regular medications, 15 chemotherapy agents, 10 intensive care drugs, 3 blood products (packed cells, platelets, frozen plasma) and total parenteral nutrition (TPN), all commonly used in the BMT unit, was evaluated. Based on the current literature as well as the cumulative experience data, drug administration guidelines for nurses were developed. Tools: All the regulations are presented in tables, directing nurses on the appropriate drug administration in order to prevent potential complications for patients. Three separate charts were proposed: 1. Intensive care medications; 2.Commonly used drugs (antibiotics, analgesics, anticoagulants, etc.); 3.Chemotherapy agents. Likewise, there are 10 recommendations for the most appropriate way of drug / blood product co-administration.
P984
Single-centre study on nutrition intake of allogeneic stem cell transplantation patients P. Peltonen, H. Saaristo Helsinki University Hospital (Helsinki, FIN) The aim of the study was to collect and evaluate information on energy intake during a three week period in a group of allogeneic stem cell transplantation patients ( = 9 ). Background: Records of eating and liquid intake for individual patients had already been kept but the irregularly and inadequately. Material: The study was conducted in cooperation with colleagues and kitchen staff. All calories derived from the meals and iv fluids / total parenteral nutrition (TPN) were monitored and the daily energy intake was analysed by a data program for each patient. Methods: Data was collected after chemotherapy from day -3 to day +17 this including the time of total body irradiation. Records were kept by the patient herself, nurses mainly observing and assisting those who were too tired or unwilling to make detailed notes. The results were graphically displayed for both oral and parenteral energy intake. The Harris Benedicts´chart gives a daily energy requirement of 25-30 kcal / kg / day. We set the minimum requirement for energy at 25 kcal x kg / day to be the target level in the diagrams. Additional need of energy due to fever, vomiting, diarrhoea, infection or septicaemia was excluded. Conclusion: The daily energy intake of patients in this group was insufficient on some or all of the days. TPN as it is assessed in our unit could not meet the total daily energy requirement, patients should also eat meals. Future: Action to improve all patients nutritional status; The menu for desired alternative meals revised. Nutrition supplement beverages served in a variety of beautiful glasses collected by the staff. Information leaflet on nutrition added to patient folders. Constant focus on nutrition issues, everyone in the staff involved. A new study to take place in the future.
P985
A randomised study to evaluate the efficacy and safety of nasojejunal feeding in comparison with parenteral nutrition in patients undergoing haemopoietic stem cell transplantation L. Smith, M. Devaney, J. Davies, M. Brown Western General Hospital (Edinburgh, UK) Malnutrition is prevalent in patients undergoing transplantation. This increases morbidity and mortality. Nutritional support of these patients is challenging and a variety of supplementary feeding methods are used. At present there is no consensus as to optimal management and there is a lack of published evidence on which to base practice. Currently our practice is to initiate parenteral nutrition (PN) if 5% weight loss is experienced and oral intake < 50% estimated requirements (%ER) for 3 days. This study evaluates the efficacy of nasojejunal (NJ) feeding against PN. The patients were randomly assigned to receive NJ feeding (day +1) versus our current practice (PN +/-oral diet). Nausea, vomiting, diarrhoea and mucositis toxicities were recorded in all patients. 23 patients were invited to participate in the study, 6 patients declined, n=17. A further 2 patients were withdrawn after randomisation (n=15, PN group; n=7 and NJ group; n=8) The NJ tubes were inserted by endoscope to ensure correct placement. No adverse complications occurred with this procedure however, there was one failed placement (n=7). The number of days of NJ feeding was 4-18 days (mean = 10.3). 3/7 experienced vomiting necessitating removal of the NJ tube. Vomiting persisted in all 3 patients even after discontinuation of the NJ feeding. 4/7 patients were successfully fed until oral diet met 50% of ER. The % body weight loss (BWL) at weeks 1 and 6 post discharge and 3 months post transplant was 4.0, 4.8 and 5.1 respectively (n=4). Dietary intake estimated from 3 day food diary at the same time intervals were 70.2, 89.6 and 85.5% ER for Energy and 77.3, 101.3 and 102.8% ER for Protein. One patient did not commence PN as oral intake remained above 50% of ER and weight remained stable. In 6/7 patients PN commenced between days 1-6. The PN group were fed for 0-20 days (mean = 9.7). PN was prematurely discontinued in 3/7 patients due to complications. Hickman line infection 2/3 and abnormal liver function 1/3. The % BWL at weeks 1 and 6 post discharge and 3 months post transplant was 3.8, 7.7 and 5.2% respectively (n=5). The corresponding dietary intake was 51.3, 85.9 and 105% ER for Energy and 67.2, 76.4 and 100.9% ER for Protein. NJ feeding appears to be a feasible, effective and safe method of feeding patients in this group. Further studies are required due to small study numbers.
P986
An audit of enteral feeding of BMT patients via percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy (Jejunostomy) L. Stirrup, P. Robinson, A. Hunter Leicester Royal Infirmary (Leicester, UK) Patients undergoing blood or marrow transplants suffer moderate to severe nutritional disturbance with a consequent increase in transplant related mortality. We have used a percutaneous gastrostomy technique to address patients nutritional requirements and report here on our experience. Patients were identifed who had undergone insertion of a PEG or PEG-J over a two year period. The casenotes were audited for nutritional status of the patient pre insertion and post transplant and complications encountered. Patients were sent a questionaire. 17 patients were studied, 9 male and 8 female. The median age was 40 yrs(19 -67). Diagnosis: 8AL, 2NHL, 3 HD, 1MM, 2 MDS, 1CML. Patients were assessed by a dietician. 10 patients received a RIC protocol and 7 TBI based therapy. Transplant 1 auto, 10 sib allo and 6 MUD. PEG insertion was via endoscopy under sedation. 1 tube blocked, 2 became displaced, 2 patients developed infections associated with the feeding tube and 1 had an intra abdominal bleed following insertion which settled on bedrest. 14 patients established and maintained feeding through their transplant. 1 patient did not use the feeding tube because they ate successfully during their transplant, the notes for 2 patients could not be retrieved. 9/17 patients develop mucositis grade 1-4, 9 patients had nausea and vomiting, 11 patients diarrhoea. Pre BMT the median wt was 62.3kg (49-81.8), at discharge post BMT 61.7kg(47.1-68.1). The median change in wt pre and post treatment was 0.2kg (-6.0 to +5.7) per patient. Median BMI pre PEG was 21 (17.5-26.2) and post BMT 21.9 (19.1-23.8). 12 patients were sent a patient satisfaction questionnaire, 9 responded. 7/9 patients felt that they had benefited from the PEG feeding. 7/9 managed to set up the feeding system and use it successfully in the communtiy and during transplantation. 4/9 felt that they had had complications from the feeding tube namely diarrhoea, infection and migration of tube. All patients felt that they had had adequate training and counselling prior to insertion of the tube. Free comments included patients saying that knowing that they were being fed and did not have to force themselves to try eating reduced stress levels. Only 2 patients said that they would not have a feeding tube inserted again. In conclusion PEG-J feeding can be successfully used to maintain patients nutritional status during high dose therapy and is generally well tolerated even in the presence of significant gut toxicity.
P986a
Nursing care in allogeneic HSC recipient with GI symptom patients in Iran A. Ghavamzadeh, A. Mousavi, Z. Adinagi, F. Abdollahi, R. Maheri Hematology, Oncology and BMTResearch Center (Tehran, IR) Introduction: A 11 years old girl with thalassemia major class III was admitted for transplantation. The donor was her 16 year old sister with thalassemia minor. GVHD is a major cause of mortality and morbidity in bone marrow transplant patients. Method and material: Conditioning regimen was Busulfan 4mg/kg (for 4 days) and cyclophosphamide 40mg/kg(for 4 days). Prophylaxis of GVHD included: MTX and cyclosporine. She received allogeneic peripheral stem cell transplantation. On day +7, she presented stage I acute GVHD of GI and +9 stage I acute GVHD of skin and melena that were treated with corticosteroied and NPO till on day +14. on day +8 she had hemolysis following blood group change that was treated with plasmapheresis on day +38 stage I acute GVHD GI was presented again and developed to stage III with abdominal on day +42, there fore she was treated with high dose corticosteroid and NPO again, on day +52 she presented stage Iv acute GVHD of GI with tissue excretion (that was confirmed by colonoscopy) and hematuria that MTX 10mg/m² was started for her weekly. On day +62 TPN (500cc intraliped/750cc aminofusion, 1000cc serum glucose 10%), 2 units FFP daily and cyclophosphamide 3 days a week (for 7 days) was started too. At that time her weight was 30kg. 3 months later for her and she was treated. There fore TPN doses were decreased (2 times a week) and liquid diet (10cc/day) was started and little by little was in creased. On day +180 she could eat pudding. This diet was continued till 200cc/day,on day +200 she discharge from hospital with good condition. Our nursing plan supported the patient in the following manner: Increase visiting hours for psychological support. Background: Allogeneic SCT is the only curative treatment modality for malignant hematological diseases, however its long-term complications, such as chronic GVHD, were related to decrement of the quality of life (QoL). In the current study, we attempted to assess the current states of sexual activity of the recipients and the influence of chronic GVHD on sexual dysfunction after allogeneic SCT. Method: A cross sectional study of sexual dysfunction was conducted in 24 recipients. The median age of the patients was 38 years (20~48 years; 17 male and 7 female patients). Questionnaire with total of 21 questions was designated to assess 1) sexual drive (interest), 2) level of sexual activity, 3) organism or pleasure / satisfaction of sexual activity, 4) ability to engage in sexual intercourse, and 5) intimacy level during sexual intercourse with sexual partner. The median cross sectional date was 597 days post-transplant (103~1,903 days). Results: Among total of 24 patients, 10 patients (42%) did not perform any sexual activity after SCT. The level of sexual interest was very low, and only 50% of patients could perform normal level of ability to engage in sexual intercourse. However, compared with low ability to engage in sexual intercourse, satisfaction of sexual activity, organism and pleasure, intimacy with sexual partner during sexual intercourse were well maintained. The ability to engage in sexual intercourse was well maintained especially in male patients compared with in female. In female patients, significantly decreased production of lubricants of vagina was noted. No differences of sexual dysfunction were noted between groups with and without chronic GVHD except for the level of sexual drive (p=0.015). The group with extensive chronic GVHD showed lower sexual drive (p=0.038), lower level of sexual activity (p=0.09), and lower satisfaction of sexual activity (p=0.054), thus suggesting possible association of extensive chronic GVHD with sexual dysfunction. Conclusion: The current study suggested that the questionnaire for sexual dysfunction could be helpful in understanding sexual problem and QoL of allogeneic SCT recipients. Nursing care for sexual dysfunction of recipients is warranted through the education for recipients and his/her sexual partner. Especially for female recipients, the usage of lubricant to help the sexual activity might be valuable. Further study to manage the sexual dysfunction and QoL of the recipients is warranted.
P988
Spradley, sex and the conspiracy of silence C. McCaughey Belfast City Hospital Trust (Belfast, UK)
This poster represents the knowledge and attitudes of nurses, specialist registrars and consultants from a regional haematology and bone marrow transplant unit, to address the topic of sexual dysfunction with our patients. The multifactorial phenomenon of sexual dysfunction is extremely relevant to the area of bone marrow transplantation, as conditioning regimes which contain an alkylating agent +/-total body irradiation are prime causative factors. The poster depicts the progress of the author who, using Spradley's (1980) eight step model of chance management, had attempted to highlight the deficits in our practice and enlighten staff as to the necessity and benefit of improving this much neglected aspect of care. This was initiated by the distribution of a questionnaire to colleagues, and was followed by an extensive literature review • Sexual dysfunction is acknowledged as a widely neglected area of clinical practice throughout literature • Further research regarding interventions and evidence based strategies to assist health professionals to address sexual dysfunction is required • Education of staff, incorporating the addressing of values and beliefs is needed to overcome cultural and attitudinal barriers • Nursing assessment of each patient for sexual dysfunction is not current practice, yet baseline evaluation is vital • Nursing documentation must accommodate such assessment • Not all staff will possess the confidence or competence to address this intimate topic, therefore key staff members should be identified • The PLISSIT model provides guidance and structure to address this subject, yet highlights limitations/training needs • A structured, timely, appropriate referral pathway should be created • A multidisciplinary approach is vital • There is evidence to suggest that sexual dysfunction is the most enduring psychosocial problem post bone marrow transplantation
Drug administration
P989
Nebulous nebulisers N. Lewis, H. Oshea Clinical Haematology (Cardiff, UK)
Nebulised drugs are used in all aspects of nursing care. Some however, can be more pertinent in the care of Blood and Marrow Transplant patients as well as general haematology patients. Historically, some of these drugs have received a 'bad press' and nurses have associated their use with a range of medical problems for the staff administering them. This poster will concentrate on the use of two such nebulisers -Pentamadine and Ribavirin. It will describe how the use of these drugs was established in an inpatient and day care facility in Cardiff. The mode of action of each will be outlined followed by an explanation of the indications for use along with potential adverse reactions. Finally, the poster will describe how close collaboration with other centres alongside consultation with relevant areas (eg health and safety) and a vigorous staff education programme resulted in the successful implementation of a nurse led clinic for Pentamidine and a nurse driven protocol for Ribavirin administration.
P990 Guidelines for optimal drug administration in patients undergoing bone marrow transplantation V. Latergaous, G. Sakharov, M. Forer Rambam Medical Center (Haifa, IL)
Background: Patients undergoing autologous or allogeneic bone marrow transplantation (BMT) experience multiple complications during and after the transplant procedure, mainly related to the high-dose therapy they receive. Post transplant period usually necessitates simultaneous administration of anti-fungal and antiviral drugs, antibiotics, immunosuppressive therapy, blood products, total parenteral nutrition (TPN), fluids and other substances. Although a double-lumen Hickman catheter is used for patients undergoing BMT, this is not enough for administration of fullrange therapy they require. According to our experience, such patients need more than 24 hours a day to get all the intravenous medications in a way that provides best clinical results and reduces the possibility of side effects. Insufficient alertness of personnel involved in therapy administration may lead to violation of the treatment safety for transplant patients. Purpose: The aim of the study was to develop guidelines for safe intravenous infusion of medications for transplant patients.
Methods:
Regularly used medications (including chemotherapy agents, antibiotics, immunosuppressive drugs) and other substances (blood products, fluids and TPN) have been documented. Instructions for their administration were obtained from current literature, particularly, administration duration, drugs compatibility, side effects and indications. Conclusion. Effective guidelines for the nursing team taking care of BMT patients have been developed focused on timing for administration of various drugs allowing for toxicity prevention, choosing appropriate lumen of a central catheter for administration of drugs according to their pharmacological characteristics. An optimal schedule for drug administration has been established.
P991
Setting up a nurse-led bisphosphonate: an application of nurse prescribing L. Bishop The Royal Marsden Hospital (Surrey, UK)
Myeloma patients are at risk of developing bone sequlea resulting in significant morbidity. Monthly intravenous bisphosphonate therapy is standard practice to maintain bone strength to minimise lytic lesions, pathological fractures and other skeletal-related events. The Nurse Practitioner (NP) set up a nurse-led bisphosphonate clinic to ease congestion in the myeloma clinics 1 year ago. This new clinic reviews eight stable myeloma patients each week and the Haematologist reviews the patients every third month. The NP or Myeloma Nurse Specialist assesses each patient attending the clinic, provides verbal and written explanation and reviews the blood results, particularly renal function and paraprotein estimation. Various bisphosphonate drugs are available but the drug used in the current hospital formulary is Zoledronic acid (Zometa™, Novartis), which is administered monthly in a 4mg intravenous infusion in 100mls normal saline. Following drug administration a dictation is made in the patient notes. Supplementary prescribing offers a solution to setting up nurse-led clinics. In theory, it allows registered non-medical prescribers to prescribe medications themselves and take accountability for their actions. Supplementary prescribing is a partnership between an Independent Prescriber (IP) and a Supplementary Prescriber (SP) who agree on a patientspecific Clinical Management Plan (CMP). Thereafter the SP can manage the patient's medications, in this case the bisphosphonate therapy, within a specific time-frame, for example, after 6 months whereby it would be reviewed again with the IP. In summary, the Bisphosphonate Clinic provides a specific example of how supplementary prescribing can work in an acute hospital setting and more importantly how it can be applied in haematology. Patient feedback is positive, especially in respects of speed and efficiency of service. This demonstrates how nurse prescribing can benefit patients but only those nurses with suitable experience and knowledge should be in the position to undertake this advanced role. In addition, it is vital that implementation of Supplementary Prescribing in hospitals benefits patients, using staff with the appropriate skills and motivation, and who are able to take on the legal responsibility for prescriptions they issue.
P992 A review of the standards of practice surrounding the administration of mylotarg T. Pearce Bristol Haematology and Oncology Centre (Bristol, UK)
Over the last 25 years the use of monoclonal antibodies (mAb) has become more common place within the treatment of many haematological malignancies giving rise to a different set of challenges for both the patient and the healthcare staff. Mylotarg (gemtuzumab ozogamicin) is a monoclonal antibody/chemotherapy combination now being used for Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (AML). It is directed at CD33 antigens expressed by haematopoietic cells and also found on leukaemic blast cells in 80% of AML patients. The toxicities associated with administration and its effect on long term recovery is as yet unclear therefore it remains only available as part of the AML 15 trial. As with all mAbs Mylotarg stimulates the immune response which can lead to anaphylaxis in severe cases. With this in mind a protocol for safe administration was produced prior to the introduction of Mylotarg to the unit to ensure adverse reactions were minimised and if any did occur were they dealt with promptly. Following minor errors it was decided to review the care of all patients who had received Mylotarg over the last 2 years (within the AML 15 trial). A retrospective audit of both medical and nursing aspects of administration is being carried out. The 2 main aims of the audit are to check adherence to protocol and to review administration toxicities experienced by patients. Interim results show that adherence to protocol in terms of appropriate pre-medication and use of contraindicated drugs is generally good but treatment of adverse reactions is at times slow and insufficient. Most patients experience some form of reaction ranging from headache to pyrexia and changes in blood pressure. Once audit data collection has been completed and considered it is intended that a multi-disciplinary review of the administration protocol will be carried out. 
Contentin, H. Tilly Centre Henri Becquerel (Rouen, F)
Allograft management is a very specific and complex task. In order to improve care quality of the unit, it appeared to be of real importance to develop strong "who does what" description and written procedures. In 2003, we contributed to a national information meeting about JACIE (Joint Accreditation Committee EBMT-Euro ISHAGE) in France, and decided to go on this project. We first created a pilot group meeting every other week, but we realized soon that everybody in the Haematology Department may be involved in this approach. From JACIE referential we listed the different themes we had to work on and assigned them to the team members according to their qualifications. In addition, pilot group planed quality calendar and set out one theme per month. This resulted in the redaction of first procedures on January 2004. Nurses and nursing auxiliaries use paper board standing in the bone marrow transplant unit to write any important point related to the theme. Two to three nurses, particularly interested by it are involved in the redaction of the procedure. Medical part of the procedure is written by the referent doctor before to be merged with the nurses' one. These procedures are then corrected during a monthly staff meeting with Department medical doctors, head nurses, secretary and quality engineer. One of the most important points to ensure the dynamic of this project is to validate, distribute and apply these procedures in a really short time. We could notice how advantageous effects a federative work has on a shared project, even before any accreditation visit. This quality approach is still going on and has a positive effect because of strong motivation and personal commitment.
P994 JACIE -impact for nurse
A.L. Lartey UBHT (Bristol, UK)
Introduction: The Joint Accreditation Committee ISCT-EBMT (JACIE) programme was established to provide a standardised system of accreditation for European transplant units. Its major objective is to promote quality medical and laboratory practice. It recommends that nurses undergo a formal training programme with experience in the management of transplant patients. Units are encouraged to maintain documentation of training of staff including in-service training, trust related training programmes, conference attendance, and written policies for all relevant nursing procedures. Methods: Our unit was inspected in June 2004 and nursing training was assessed by reviewing nursing training cards, individual staff files, assessing previous experience and courses and conferences attended. The unit nursing led teaching programme involving invited external speakers on topics related to haematology was evaluated by staff feedback Nursing standard operating procedures (SOP) and educational sessions related to their use on the ward were also evaluated. Documentation of adverse clinical incidents and staff participation in audit were also evaluated. Results: The report from JACIE showed although there was excellent nurse training in both the haematology and bone marrow units, they were essentially separate programmes with no sharing of expertise across units. They also identified a need to harmonise standard operating procedures for the two units. There was also a lack of documented audit activity and adverse clinical outcomes. Conclusion: To date the JACIE accreditation process has been a positive experience for the nurses on the unit. Staff files have been updated and further training needs for some members of staff have been identified. The teaching programme has been running successfully for six months and now nurses are being to enjoy presenting. The SOPs have standardised care, and all nurses are aware how to access and utilize them. We are in the process of standardising training and operating procedures across both units and nursing staff are being encouraged to actively participate in audit and to report all clinical incidents.
Rehabilitation P995
A pilot study to provide a rehabilitation programme for patients who have undergone a bone marrow/peripheral blood stem cell transplant R. Stone, T. Niblock, L. Watson, C. Vass Nottingham City Hospital NHS Trust (Nottingham, UK) Introduction: Published evidence supports the use of rehabilitation programmes for patients who experience chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and cardiac conditions (Stahle et al 1999; Dorn et al, 1999; Hofman-Bang et al, 1999) . Evidence also advocates the use of exercise programmes to reduce fatigue and maintain physical functioning in solid tumour and transplant patients (Courneya et al, 2000; Schwartz et al, 2001; Segal et al, 2001; Mello et al, 2003; Hayes et al, 2003) . The aim of this pilot study was to implement and evaluate a 10 week rehabilitation programme for patients after transplant. The pilot study allowed staff to consider the logisitics of delivering such a programme and allowed them to become competent in using evaluation tools. Methods: The rehabilitation programme consisted of 10 weekly sessions consisting of 1 hour of supervised exercise, 15 minutes using relaxation strategies and 45 minutes of informal discussion on a specific topic. These included nutrition, exercise, stress management and relaxation, drugs, role functioning and finances, relationships, meaning of life and spirituality, management of fatigue, expectations of life after transplant. Patients were invited to attend the programme and if they consented to take part were recruited on a rolling basis each week. Prior to and after the programme they undertook a shuttle walk test (to test fitness) and completed questionnaires related to quality of life and functionality (EORTC QLQ C30, Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale, SF36). In addition, demographic data and clinical data such as blood counts were collected. Results: To date 27 patients have agreed to take part in the study and have undertaken the programme. The study has now ceased recruiting but some patients have still to finish all 10 weeks of their programme. As a result there is no preliminary results at present, although there appears to be an increase in the physical functioning of patients who undertook the programme (measured by Shuttle walk tests). The findings from this study will be available in early 2005. Conclusion: The findings from this study will consider the process necessary to develop such a programme and the use of the evaluation tools. In addition this pilot study will provide preliminary data regarding the effectiveness of such an intervention. It is proposed that this study will form the baseline for a larger study in the future that measures how effective this type of intervention is in relation to the transplant population.
P996
Physiotherapy in patients undergoing allogeneic stem cell transplantation K. Rejskova, J. Maalouf, P. Cetkovsky University Hospital (Prague, CZ) At our Department, physiotherapy has become an integral part of the complex care for patients undergoing ASCT. The aim is to forestall complications (such as the weakening and shortening of muscles, muscle atrophy, decreased joint mobility, pneumonia, vertebrogennic disease, bed sores, constipation, etc.). Physiotherapy itself consists mainly of active movement. We primarily use active traction, with slow movements at maximum contraction. We thus gain muscle strength that may be further increased using external pressure. We exercise thus both upper and lower extremities, abdominal muscles etc. Such exercise involves the use of bar bells, thera-bands and exercise bikes. Extension exercises are also used, and frequent verticalisation is encouraged. Patients indicated for allogeneic transplantation may be divided into two categories: 1. Patients who have already undergone chemotherapy and started full physiotherapy at the Standard Care Ward. 2. Patients with no previous chemotherapy, only just beginning physiotherapy. Physiotherapy may be divided into several phases: I. Patient admission-initial patient examination (muscle strength, joint mobility, upper and lower extremity diameters, upright carriage, gait). We use this data to determine an appropriate set of exercises. These exercises are then repeated daily. II. Chemotherapy and radiotherapy-the patient need not feel well and his/her overall performance may decrease. We therefore repeat these exercises, adapting them to the patient's current state. III. Pancytopenia and post-transplant complications-we avoid speed exercises because of thrombocytopenia and we stress exercises intended to strengthen the various muscle groups. These exercises are always adapted to the patient's state. IV. Pre-discharge-during this period, we try to increase the exercise load, concentrating on walking, increasing distances and difficulty (stairs). We perform an evaluation at discharge and compare these findings with those on admission. Conclusion: Patients undergoing transplantation may have various complications. In such situations, they deserve even greater attention in order to ensure self-sufficiency and a certain degree of fitness. This does not depend on our initiative only, but also on the patient's co-operation. Physiotherapy is long-term and very important. Results require a daily, systematic and long-term effort.
P997 Possible remedial physical exercises for patients in transplantation programme V. Pavlicova, P. Zak, V. Kudrnova, V. Daskova Charles University Faculty Hospital (Hradec Kralove, CZ)
A long-term immobilization of patients after transplantation of stem-cells causes a loss of muscular mass and impairs the course of convalescence after the high-dosed chemotherapy. Selected physical exercises may positively affect this state. In our presentation, we show possible fitness exercises provided by patients with the respect to their current health state. Fitness exercises in different positions: A. Remedial physical exercises -for lower and upper extremities lying on the back, B. Advanced physical exercises-for lower and upper extremities sitting down, C. Upper advanced physical exercises standing up.
We can choose from these exercises the group suitable for patients after the transplantation of stem-cells and thus essentially influence their course of convalescence. After explanation, a patient can do these exercises alone or under the supervision of a specially trained nurse. We do not have big experience with this program because it was introduced into our department in September 2004. Results from a nursing project carried out from 1999-2002, showed that the outpatients were dissatisfied with the pre-and post-transplant nursing. Results from the project and clinical experience with these patients in our ward, required reorganisation of the nurses' work in the outpatient clinic. Objectives: The aim is that the patients and their relatives' experience confidence and continuity, as well as being prepared for both treatment and rehabilitation. Furthermore it is important that the local health service is updated in order to meet the patient's needs in the pre-and post-transplant period. Method: Three experienced nurses were engaged, and the total assignments were increased from 60% to 240%. To secure high quality information to the patients, clinical guidelines were developed. Written information to the patients and the local health service is also included. Results: All patients and their relatives have nursing consultation with a nurse pre-transplant. The nurse also calls the patients two weeks after the consultation to work on the survey of the patients' needs. Later the outpatient clinic keeps in touch with the patients during the hospitalisation, and has a new consultation before discharge. The patients are seen at the outpatient clinic several times a week during the first few weeks after being discharged from the hospital. The nurse coordinates the follow-up, and prepares the patients and their relatives for the rehabilitation and homecoming. Personnel in the patients' local health service are contacted. The nurse prepares them to take care of the patients and their relatives. Furthermore, the patients are seen in the outpatient clinic at Rikshospitalet UH on regular basis every 3rd. month posttransplant for the first year. Conclusion: After the reorganisation of the outpatient clinic we hope to ensure that all patients and their relatives now receive a more complementary pre-and post-transplant nursing. The local health service is now more prepared to meet the needs of patients and relatives.
P998
P999
Physiotherapeutic care for patient undergoing allogeneic haematopoietic stem cell transplantation G. Socié, E. Gluckman, M. May Hopital Saint Loius (Paris, F) In the daily clinical practice, the physiotherapist has no direct involvement on the cure of the pathologies. Our role is to recognize a motility deficit, help in preventing respiratory distress and importantly to prevent muscular and respiratory complications. Moreover a socio and psychological relationship is established between the patient and physiotherapist. In the early period after transplantation, the patient is confined to a laminar flow room with restricted walking perimeter and with increased risk of hemorrhage and infections episodes. The physiotherapeutic care is made under medical prescription and is essentially connected to the side effects of treatments and of their duration, which can last several years, sometimes leading to mobility incapacities. After a physiotherapeutic evaluation, we establish a program of daily modulated gymnastics according to the medical and psychological condition of the patient. All the physiotherapeutic techniques used are adapted to the patient's platelets count in order to avoid hemorrhagic side effects. Our treatment is based on 3 main items : pain, respiratory troubles and mobility disorders. Concerning the pain, we use massages with a relaxing and relational aim, tens (low frequency current) with an analgesic and anti-inflammatory effect and thermotherapy (heat essentially). In order to prevent and treat respiratory troubles, our approach relies on unclogging by bronchial draining and relief of atelectasy, steered ventilation and pleural draining. For the care of mobility and muscles incapacities the therapeutic strategy might be assessed daily according to the treatment, to the medical and psychological state of the patient. An evaluation of the possible causes of those troubles should be defined in order to find the best therapeutic strategy. In fact, early mobility troubles can be secondary to toxicity of previous treatment or conditioning regimen (such as peripheral neuropathy, osteoporosis and muscle dystrophy). They can also be related to side effects of the transplantation such as important muscular dystrophy due to use of corticoids or articular pain secondary to cyclosporine. In conclusion, physiotherapy allows the patient to reconstruct its physical image, to reinvest his body and therefore to find a physical activity satisfactory for a better family and professional reintegration.
Paediatrics
P1000
Treating the children of the enemy: professionalism and care versus fear and mistrust M. Lurye, M. Nehari, B. Bielorai, Y. Segal, M. Mellul, N. LevinDechtman, S. Rosen, A. Toren Sheba Medical Center (TelHashomer, IL) Every year about 100 children are admitted to the hematooncological ward at the Safra Children Hospital in Sheba Medical Center, 15 to 20 of them are Palestinian. Israel and the Palestinian Authority are at a state of war for many years now. Despite efforts to resolve this situation there is constant bloodshed on both sides. Medical staff members might find themselves treating a Palestinian child whose' people killed or wounded someone they love. At the same time the Palestinian family entrusts their child's life at the hands of a medical team from a country that may have killed or wounded someone they love. This is a unique situation, especially as the medical treatment is not an emergency short-term treatment, but a long term one demanding meaningful interpersonal relationships and personal involvement. The aim of this paper is to offer a description of the issues and processes involved in this unique and complicated situation. The method used is in depth interviews with Palestinian children and their families and with Israeli members of the medical staff. The results are conceptualized on three psychological levels: cognitive, emotional and behavioral-logistic levels. At each level there are strong irresolvable conflicts that have to be dealt with by both parties -two sides of the same coin.
The cognitive level refers to political views, attitudes, stereotypes towards people with which one is at war vs. beliefs about humanity and professionalism. The emotional level consists of very intense feelings of trust vs. mistrusts and fear, of anger and hate vs. caring and needing and those conflicting feelings are about the ultimate issue of a child's life and death. ''My son is stationed in Gaza and might be killed there but I will do my best for this child from Gaza. The behavioral logistic level deals with financial medical insurance (sometimes non existent) issues, with road blockage and passage permission and medical as opposed to security demands. Language and cultural barriers add to the frustration on both sides, isolation from family members and being away from support system and familiar culture makes the therapy even more difficult. And somehow despite the difficulties caring and trusting and healing does happen. While war is raging all around, peace is happening at the Pediatric Hemato-Oncology ward. Introduction: Whilst there is increasing knowledge about the needs of children and families during and after blood or marrow transplantation (BMT) there remains little published data about supporting older children who are beginning the transition from childhood to adulthood through the BMT process. The presence of a chronic and/or life threatening illness and its treatment during this developmentally challenging time of change can interfere with the primary tasks of autonomy, independence and identity formation , as well as affect interpersonal relationships. Providing a balance between meeting normal adolescent needs and managing the demands of treatments and illness often prove challenging for all: the youngster, the family and staff. Population: Approximaely 10% of the transplants carried out annually at Gt Ormond Street Hospital (GOSH) are for children over 11 years of age. This presentation will consider 11 youngsters ( aged 11-15years) who have had a BMT in our unit during 2003-4) ( 3/4 of these had a transplant for a chronic , long term condition) All have survived the initial period although one young man's condition remains critical. The journey of 3 youngsters through BMT will be described and illustrated by personal comments about helpful approaches as well as highlighting challenges. Findings: * Most commonly repoorted during the inpatient stay were concerns about privacy, isolation, routines, uncertainty and relationships with parents and staff * Concerns related to overprotection and anxiety about the furure were reported during the first few months at home * Concerns were also raised highlighting the difficult transition to 'normal' life or determining what is normal when a lifelong condition has been \"cured\" * Adjusting to changes in appearance and body functions were also raised * Strategies used to manage these concerns varied from 'not thinking about what was happening', becoming more demanding, regressing, wanting structure or practical approaches (e.g. bead programme) Conclusions: There is no right way of coping with BMT as a young adolescent. Accessing different strategies to cope with different parts of the process seems to help most youngsters.
A policy for supporting young adolescents during transplant needs to include the views of young people and provide a forum for staff to reflect about the needs of these youngsters.
P1002
Bone marrow transplantation for Di George syndrome resulting in chronic graft-versus-host disease: a challenge for the nurse and family W. Mills, B. Brekle Great Ormond Street Hospital (London, UK) Di George syndrome is a genetic defect with a variable phenotype that may include cardiac and parathyroid anomalies, absent thymus and immunodeficiency as well as many other congenital abnormalities.
Severe T cell deficiencies need to be treated by a bone marrow or thymus transplant to enable the child to combat infection and live a more normal life. When the thymus is absent T cells are unable to develop normally, so mature T cells need to be infused. GvHD can be a major problem so a closely matched donor is necessary. Severe GvHD has a poor outcome and frequently results in death, so is treated aggressively with immunosuppressive agents, thus increasing the risk of infection. A 6-month-old boy with multiple congenital abnormalities including absent thymus and absent T cells was treated with an unconditioned bone marrow transplant from a matched unrelated donor. Shortly afterwards he developed severe GvHD affecting the skin and gut. In spite of treatment the GvHD persisted, causing a major challenge to the multi disciplinary team and future care by the family at home. His nursing management included protecting him from infection, protecting his airway, maintaining adequate nutrition, and supporting the family to strengthen the relationship with their child and develop confidence in giving his basic care, made more complex by his ill health. Whatever the outcome of his disease, involving the family in his care was important in improving his quality of life and allowing them some control in his care.
P1003
Nursing management of children undergoing gene therapy for X-linked SCID L.D. Henderson Great Ormond Street Hospital (London, UK)
Severe Combined Immune Deficiency (SCID) is a rare, inherited, fatal syndrome characterised by profound deficiencies of T, B and NK cells. Clinical manifestations are often recurrent severe infections in the first year of life. Most common presentations of SCID include failure to thrive, persistent diarrhoea, respiratory complications e.g. Pneumocystis carinii pneumonia (PCP), and persistent candidiasis. Bone Marrow Transplantation (BMT) is the mainstay treatment option for the majority of SCID patients. Gene Therapy for XLinked SCID is now performed at designated centres worldwide. A clinical study of Gene Therapy for X-Linked SCID is currently in operation in conjunction with Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children NHS Trust (GOSH) and The Institute of Child Health (ICH), London, UK. Once the genetic defect has been identified, gene therapy aims to insert a working copy of the defective gene into cells containing abnormal copies. Transfer of Gamma chain gene into the bone marrow stem cells of children with X-linked SCID has resulted in successful correction of the gene in 6 patients at GOSH. These children are at home and have suffered no adverse effects as a result of treatment to date. The case studies focus on four male infants who presented between the ages of 4 and 6 months with respiratory complications as a result of infection with either PCP or Respiratory Syncytial Virus (RSV), and all required paediatric intensive care support at some point during their admission. The presentation includes each child's medical history, presenting features and nursing management during their hospital admission. Their complex problems illustrate the important role of the nurse and multi-disciplinary team (MDT) in caring for the holistic needs of the child and family, educating and supporting the family from diagnosis and liaising with shared care centres in their continuing treatment and management following discharge. A summary of the key nursing issues and recommendations for improving the quality of life for the families throughout the patient journey concludes the presentation.
P1004
Developing competencies of nursing staff within a rapidly evolving paediatric BMT unit A. Morrison, C. MKandawire, M. McCloy St Marys Hospital (London, UK) Stem Cell Transplantation (SCT) is a rapidly evolving field with nursing professionals requiring ongoing development to maintain their skills and knowledge base. Our transplant programme here at St Mary's has been recently established and the number of children treated using SCT has increased dramatically over the past 3 years. There is not a major background of paediatric oncology on this unit. Concerns and anxieties with regards to the rapidly evolving nature of these treatment options had been raised by the nursing staff. Here we seek to define how issues relating to competency, education and career progression have been addressed in an evolving process. Methods: A multidisciplinary meeting was held in order to establish the needs of the nursing staff. Following this a questionnaire was designed to assess staff members concerns or issues relating to the care of SCT patients' treatments, specifically cytotoxic use, new and experimental approaches (e.g. monoclonal antibodies in acute Graft-versushost disease (GvHD), and the use of new antifungal agents), the approach to nursing the child and/or family undergoing a higher risk SCT with higher transplant toxicities and transplant related mortality risk Results: 20 nursing staff completed the questionnaire. The issues/concerns highlighted related to practical skills and knowledge base, psychological and practical support and the importance of nurse mentoring to nurture and encourage further development. Conclusions: It was found that an increased Bone Marrow Transplant/Haematology Clinical nurse specialist involvement i.e. working closely with staff members of all grades, and designing a competency based assessment document adapted to individuals needs was useful. A strong multidisciplinary framework underpinning support and teaching, and our dedicated psychologists have been invaluable. Feedback suggests that our measures have been well received. A business case has been prepared to potentially employ a senior nurse educator to consolidate this work.
P1005
Use of premixed nitrous oxide and oxygen for procedural sedation in children I. Hirsch, M. Malbernard, C. Elisa, M. Questroy Necker Hospital (Paris, F) In the Pediatric Immunohematology Unit, the children undergo various painful invasive procedures such as lumbar puncture, bone marrow aspiration or biopsy for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.
For several years, we have been using premixed 50% nitrous oxide in oxygen to sedate the children before these painful procedures. The authorization of its use has been given by the French Drug Agency in 2001 and is restricted to children aged four and older. Some guidelines have to be followed for this sedation to be efficacious:
• Explain the procedure to the child before and during the sedation • Apply an anesthetic cream on the skin at least one hour before the procedure • Leave the child fasting for one hour before sedation to avoid vomiting • Maintain the child in a correct position • Respect an inhalation time of at least three minutes before beginning the procedure. Once the procedure is terminated, the child's pain evaluation and the adverse effects (if any) are carefully recorded in the child's nursing records. In this poster we will present an example of analgesia during a lumbar puncture.
P1006
The years between -are we meeting the needs? D. Drew Sydney Children's Hospital, Centre for Children 's Cancer and Blood Disorders (Sydney, AUS) The years between childhood and becoming an adult are the years of change and vulnerability, crucial for rounded development into maturity. A diagnosis of cancer and the need for treatment is traumatic at any age, but possibly even more so during adolescence. Psychosocial issues, the shift from dependency to independence, aspects of development related to education, socialisation and peer group pressures as well as the medical challenges of treating rapidly developing young bodies require specialised medical, nursing, psychosocial interventions and expertise. The striking needs of adolescence in comparison to that of a young child and adult need to be considered when planning care. Feedback from adolescence about their treatment phase, inclusion in decision making, the bone marrow transplant and palliative care setting will be discussed. It is important to remember as health care providers that we continue to advocate for this group and involve all necessary multi-disciplinary members to provide age appropriate care.
P1007
Nurse mentor: the paediatric transplant nurse providing individual care and support for children undergoing SCT and their families D.M. van Kempen, H.C.A. Verweij-Baars, J.P. Boekestijn, W.J. Broekhof, L.M. Ball Leids Universitair Medisch Centrum (Leiden, NL) Advances in transplantation medicine over the last three decades have improved the outcome for many children suffering from life threatening disorders. At the time of referral, the final outcome of the transplant is uncertain. As such, admission into a transplant center can create anxiety and confusion for children and their families. To reduce this, educational strategies that prepare children and family members before and during the transplant are necessary. Despite the availability of accurate, specific written guidelines we believe personal contact is essential. We have developed the concept of the nurse mentor who is primarily responsible for the child and their family during the transplant admission. Two nurses are assigned to each family and child, and together they are responsible for the mainstay of nursing care during the procedure. Detailed information regarding the stem cell transplant (SCT) procedure is initiated at our center. Information regarding all aspects of the transplant is structured in the intake discussion and documented in the mentor's nursing dossier. Additional information regarding the progress of the child is subsequently, over the course of the transplant, detailed within this dossier. The mentor reviews this document each week with the parents and their child. In this way, mutual evaluations of the care and management are undertaken. Routine practices and procedures related to the transplant can be discussed and explained. Any potential problems can be communicated with other members of the transplant team. Patients and families readily identify with their mentor who acts as a liaison between them and other members of the transplant team. The nurse mentor is central to the organization of the day routine of their child and co-ordinates activities between the members of the multi-disciplinary team, such as physiotherapy, schooling and play therapy. The mentor initiates the discharge procedure and organizes specific information sessions at the time of discharge. We have identified the need for information, communication, continuity of care and structural organization of the daily ward routine as essential aspects of quality care for children undergoing SCT, together with support for parents. We have chosen to develop a system of nurse mentors who provide individual care and support. Feedback from families, regard this as an essential part of the care offered to them and their child in our unit.
P1008
The role of the play specialist in improving preparation for BMT children and their donors in the home environment
I. Cullen St Marys Hospital (London, UK)
Introduction: St Marys Paediatric Bone Marrow Transplant Service has a two-bedded unit and currently undertakes 10-12 transplants a year, predominantly allogeneic. On commencement of the Senior Play Specialist post for this service it was felt that the children and their sibling donors would benefit from receiving age-appropriate play preparation within the relaxed and familiar environment of the home. Therefore a combined home visit was introduced with the Play Specialist and Bone Marrow Transplant Coordinator visiting the family prior to admission. Method: The philosophy behind the change in practice stems from the knowledge that the fear of the unknown causes stress and anxiety among children and their families. It has been cited that preparing a child begins the adaptive worrying process, which does not lead to misconceptions or misperceptions, but reality. As the procedure has been explained and occurs that way in reality, the child feels less betrayed and better able to cope. During the visit the Bone Marrow Transplant Coordinator will use their time to talk to the family in-depth about what the admission for transplant will entail, while the Play Specialist spends time with the child, their donor other siblings or family members using play materials to help explain why there are having a transplant and what different treatments and procedures this will involve for them. The child can engage in role play using a doll with a Hickman line and hospital play equipment, and explore issues relating to hair loss and being in isolation. It gives the child and their family a chance to absorb the information and take time to ask any questions without the worry of interruption which can often happen in the ward environment. Results: By taking this unique, holistic approach to preparing for BMT we are able to highlight any concerns or fears that may arise early, reduce stress and anxiety before admission and promote effective communication between the Multidisciplinary team and these patients and their families. References: Hopkins J. Preparation of young children for hospital, 1975 P1009 Case report: home care during the pancytopenic phase after allogeneic stem cell transplantation for a child M. Blomkvist, B. Eriksson, E. Martell Karolinska University Hospital (Stockholm, S) To minimize the risk of infections, patients undergoing allogeneic stem cell transplantation (ASCT) are kept isolated in the hospital. At the Center for Allogeneic Stem cell Transplantation (CAST), Karolinska University Hospital, Huddinge, Sweden, 36 patients, median age 42(14-58), have been treated in their homes during the acute phase and compared to 18 patients, median age 45 (15-64), treated in the hospital and a matched controlgroup of 36 patients, median age 38 (15-60). According to Svahn, B-M et. al Blood 2002, home care during the pancytopenic phase after ASCT is a novel and safe approach. According to this study, home care had several advantages (eg. faster discharge, reduced need for total parenteral nutrition, a lower incidence of acute graft versus host disease, lower transplant related mortality and lower cost) compared to treatment in the hospital. After the project was finished we have treated additional 21 adult patients at home during the pancytopenic phase. Now we thought we were ready to include a smaller child for home care. The first child was a ten year old boy with Tcellslymphoma in second remission. He was transplanted with a match unrelated donor (MUD). He left the hospital for home care 2 days after ASCT. He was a patient in our clinic and was admitted for a total of 36 days, 8days including conditioning and ASCT. He spent 26 days at home, 2 days he had to stay at the hospital for treatment. During the pancytopenic phase he could live an almost normal life with his mother, father and siblings. Several days he could be outside and play with his sister. He celebrated his 10th birthday and could also invite his best friend for a Halloween party. The patient´s summary: ''No child should have to stay at the hospital'' P1010 A Chinese version of colour album to enhance cognition of blood and marrow transplantation in young children C.F. Chang, W.C. Kao National Taiwan University Hospital (Taipei, TW) Children who will undergo the BMT must be separate from their parents to keep in organism-free environments for about one month in Taiwan. However, these pediatric children often find it difficult to understand the reasons for such isolation the crucial relationship between bacteria and disease. Separation anxiety and refusal to cooperate arise as results of these difficulties. In order for pediatric patients to better understand these complex circumstances, a color drawing album about the transplant process is made. This color album includes drawings of children interacting with nurses and doctors. The color album content includes: what is BMT, total body irradiation, high dose chemotherapy, organism-free environment, daily routine,etc. The color album was used in pre-transplant stage in 5 preschool children, since October 2001.The experience suggest that the color album is helped in educating young child and their families to understand the transplant procedures. This color drawing album effectively prevented and minimized their separation anxiety.
P1011
Invasive curative outputs in children early after allogeneic SCT -view of nursing care D. Kafkova, L. Cadkova, R. Formankova, P. Keslova, P. Sedlacek University Hospital Motol (Prague, CZ) From I/1997 to VI/2004 174 allogeneic transplantations were performed in 157 patients (age 0,2-20,5 years,median 8,9 years). Donors of allogeneic grafts were: HLA identical sibling -55x, matched unrelated donor -86x, non-identical family donor -16x. 73,2% patients were transplanted for malignant, 26,8% for non-malignant disease (immunodeficiencies, other inherited diseases). Until D+100 post transplant 27 patients died, further 25 patients died after D+100 (D+105-D+1728) in consequence of relapse, toxicity or disease progression. Here we analyse a prognosis of that patients who needed invasive outputs since begining of preparative regimen till D+100 (CRRT -continuous renal replacement therapy, APV -artificial pulmonary ventilation, HD -haemodialysis, PFplasmapheresis). Patients who need APV are transported to the intensive care unit where our physicians are taking part of their further treatment. HD and PF were performed in cooperation with nephrological team, CRRT was practised at transplant unit except in ventilated patients. In the present time we are technically abled to provide HD, CRRT or PF at transplant unit. In 29 patients (19%) at least one invasive output was initiated. 18 pts were ventilated (2 pts twice) since D-60 till D+84 from SCT, 6 were extubated, 2 died during second ventilation, total 4 survived. 7 pts underwent HD (D+5-D+38 from SCT), only 2 survived. CRRT was used in 7 pts (D+1-D+41 from SCT), 2 pts survived, 5 pts died, but 2 later on due to other reasons D+66 and D+105 respectivaly. Therapeutical PF was performed in 3 pts (D+36-D+41), 2 survived,1 died 4,5 years later due to relapse. Out of 29 analysed patients 8 survived (28%); 4 after APV, 2 pts after CRRT + HD, 2 pts after PF. Condition of patients during the first months after SCT could rapidly deteriorate in consequence of infection or toxic affection caused by chemotherapy or radiation. That can lead to an acute lifethreating situation. Important factors for better prognosis of those patients are careful monitoring by nurse. Nurse might be first to note unfavourable changes of condition and should immediately report them to the physician in charge. A lot of these complications therefore could be successfully managed at the unit with no need of further invasive outputs. Partially supported by grant IGA MZ CR NR8223
P1012
Retrospective analysis of sperm banking as an option in child and adolescent treatments J. Guest Royal Victoria Infirmar (Newcastle upon Tyne, UK) At present advances in treatment management have not reached a stage where iatrogenic infertility can be prevented. Currently within paediatric/adolescent haematology/oncology treatment pre-chemotherapy sperm banking is the proven method to circumvent iatrogenic infertility. Reflective analysis of four case studies was utilised in conjunction with a review of the contemporary literature. Issues related to discomfort of health care professionals in discussing issues of a sexual nature with young adolescents and their families continues to be a concern. The development of close links with the fertility service and the identification of specific specialised fertility nursing staff to care for this group of patients has improved the process involved with the collection of specimens. However once the patients returns to the ward environment there is often not an opportunity for them to get further support. Nursing staff are in a unique position to support patients following this procedure. A lack of appropriate education, personal attitudes towards sexuality all impinge upon our ability to discuss this topic area.
The literature review supports the fact that health professionals, patients and their families must have a clear understanding of current knowledge related to the issues of sperm banking as a means of fertility insurance. In conclusion fertility continues to be an emotive quality of life issue within the context of bone marrow transplant for children and adolescents. Further research into the support required for this group is indicated.
P1013
A review of enteral feeds in children undergoing bone marrow transplantation C. Elwig, M. McCloy St Mary's Hospital (London, UK) Medication toxicities can have a significant impact on nutritional status. The catabolic effects of chemotherapy and Graft Versus Host Disease (GVHD), combined with limited oral intake necessitate an intensive approach to nutrition support. This study reviews the choice of enteral feeds in children undergoing Transplantation for a variety of diagnoses. Choice of feed varies with age, diagnosis and prior treatment. Children with Haemoglobinopathies have had no previous cytotoxic therapy and therefore present with a normally functioning gut. Those transplanted for malignant disease have had chemotherapy. These guts suffer toxic damage and therefore the choice of feeds will differ from those with intact mucosal barriers. 29 patients were transplanted from April 2001 to September 2004. Indications included transfusion dependent B Thalassaemia (n=19),HbSS(n=2),Idiopathic Aplastic Anaemia(n=1),Fanconi's Anaemia (n=2), Congenital Dyserythropoietic Anaemia(n=1), Acute Lymphoid Leukaeima(n=1),Acute Myeloid Leukaemia (n=1),Dyskeratosis Congenita(n=1), HLH(n=1). Age range 2-14 years(median 6 years); 6 received reduced conditioning, 23 conditioned with busulpan/cyclophosphamide. Whole protein(WP)feeds are used as standard. Nasogastric tubes (NGT):sited in 20 of 29 patients. 3 required TPN. Of 20 NG fed; 19 commenced on a WP feeds; 1 commenced on a Semi-elemental (SE) formula.Of the 20 NG fed, 15 changed feeds, 2 to a high Kcal feed, 12 to SE and 1 to elemental. If there is evidence of GI toxicity then feeds change to SE. Those with severe GI toxicity changed to an elemental formula before PN is considered. Enteral feeding has a trophic effect on the gut, continuing NG feeding during maximal gut toxicity may accelerate healing. EN has been documented to maintain mucosal integrity and reduce bacterial translocation. SE feeds are peptide based making them absorbable in the event of gut atrophy. Using pre-digested feeds ensures nutrients are absorbed regardless of gut lining status. Elemental feeds are amino acid based thus used for severe gut atrophy. The decision to use WP feeds first line needs assessing ,68% of our patients change to SE formulas for symptoms of diarrhoea. Should a semielemental formula be introduced from the start? SE and elemental formulas are expensive but cheaper and safer than PN. Ultimately all types of EN are effective in limiting nutritional insult after SCT, and is an accepted method for improving nutritional status
P1014
Rehabilitation of children after bone marrow transplantation J. Zmyslowska, K. Slotwinska BMT Unit (Lublin, PL) Introduction: The 25-30 transplantations a year are performed in our centre (half of them is of the allogenic type). Most children after transplantation require physical and psychical rehabilitation. Methods and results: The aim of this paper was to analyse a possibility of rehabilitation of patients during and after the treatment in the BMT UNIT. Complications include not only permanent disorders and impairment of various organs and tissues, but also some very important disorders in the sphere of psychic and social functioning. One of the possible forms of bringing back a child after such a treatment to 'normal life' is rehabilitation in the resort. Our clinic has a possibility of providing such a rehabilitation of their patients in Zespol Sanatoriow Dzieciecych CzermnaBukowina near Kudowa Zdroj. The sanatorium is located in Góry Stolowe, surrounded by woods, there are excellent conditions for walking and playing outdoor games which strengthen muscles. During the summer months sports games are very popular, so is the rehabilitation pool with a spacious hall for walking and playing, and another hall for doing gymnastics and rehabilitation exercises with the use of attractive sports equipment. About 50 children leave our clinic every year to participate this program. Apart from that, our children spend their time actively in a therapeutic Barretstown Gang Camp for children with cancer,which was set up by Paul Newman Foundation in 1994. Barretstown provides a unique therapeutic programme. It enables seriously ill children from Ireland, Britain and the rest of Europe rediscover their inner strength, confidence and a sense of dignity by playing and resting. The children's time is wellorganised. They can choose from theatre workshop, drawing and sculpture course, fishing, horse-riding, basketball, football, tennis, canoeing and swimming, depending on a child's interests. Every year about 15 children with two members of staff go to the camp.Conclusion: It is advisable to organize special holiday camps for children treated with bone marrow transplantation. In the given camps I suggest to conduct educational classes concerning diet and prophylaxis following bone marrow transplantation. Amazing adventures and experiences related to the time spent in the camp are unforgettable and affect children's emotional and psychosocial development in a very positive way.
P1015
''Back to the uterus syndrome'' as a regression phase of young adults recovering after bone marrow transplantation E. Rom, H. Schimmel Tel-Aviv Sourasky Medical Center (TelAviv, IL) Patients who undergo bone marrow transplantation (BMT) face a prolonged process of recovery and rehabilitation. In outpatient follow-up clinic, we identified several versions of support systems that the patients utilize. We preferred to focus on young adults patients (age 18-30) and their supporters who have a significant role in the patients' coping and "getting back to normal". This age group is characterized by its liveliness and vigor and by the fact that they are at the beginning stage in their personal, social and professional life. We identified a unique population of single (unmarried) patients, out of this age group. Naturally, young adults are mostly independed and live on their own. At this complicated situation, we assess that single patients tend to lean on their parents as a support system. Being a single patient and having parents as supporters, emphasizes a phenomena of patients' regressive behavior during treatments and the recovery phase. This regression manifests itself often by moving back to parents' home. There, the patients totally depend on their parents for a long period of time. Further more, they transfer to their parents the ability to decide for them regarding most of their basic functioning. This is a syndrome of "back to the uterus" not just a temporary situation. We assume that an appropriate coaching for both, parents and patients, may shorten the rehabilitation phase for the patients, and will help them to cope more effectively. Therefore, we decided to work with each family unit, through individual and family sessions, toward the beginning of the rehabilitation phase. During those sessions, we prepare every individual in the family unit to the difficulties and changes that may come as a result of returning back to the parents' home. The intervention plan will be discussed in our presentation.
Psycho-social issues
P1016
Early proactive intervention with patients prior to autologous bone marrow transplantation T. Faibish, M. Markovitz, O. Vayhansky, L. Shvartz, A. Mendelson, E. Szilagyi, L. Baroz Rambam Medical Center (Haifa, IL) Rationale: Patients undergoing autologous stem cell transplantation are exposed to intensive therapies, including invasive procedures, and potentially serious morbidities related to side effects of chemo-radiotherapy. During this period the patient faces physiological, behavioral, cognitive and emotional problems. All these factors affect the well-being of both the patient and his family, resulting in high anxiety level. Early intervention of a multidisciplinary team is known to assist the patient and his family in coping with these difficulties. About 70 patients annually undergo autologous bone marrow transplantation at the Rambam Med Ctr. Early cooperative psycho-social intervention methods have been developed in the team including nurse coordinators, social workers, nurses of the inpatient unit and physicians with the aim to increase patient's compliance with the transplant process and strengthen the resilience of the patient and family. Population: 30 pre-transplant patients formed the study group and participated in all stages of the project. Conversely, 400 other patients went through a more traditional preparatory process, which involved initial guidance by nurse coordinators and only in the event of a special need by the patient and his family, were members of the multidisciplinary team involved. Description of the project: 1. Proactive intervention consisting of early initial meeting of a transplant coordinator with the patient and his family followed by medical and psychosocial assessment of the patient by the multidisciplinary staff. 2. Coordinated meetings of transplant team for presentation and discussion of specific aspects of the patient care, including the patient's emotional reactions, fears and anxieties, social support and special requests of the patient and his family. 
